NO ME RECUERDO (1)
Starring Rosa Lopez
And Christopher Darden

CLEAR LOOP

VOCODER BUTTON TO “REAR”

MAKE SURE TAPE IS REWOUND

SET RHYTHM:
TURN DOWN VOLUME
F KEYBOARD
6 JAZZ GUITAR
OCTAVE: DOWN Red
MOD DEPTH: 35
MOD WHEEL: Middle
FOOT ON LOOP PEDAL

Play On Middle Keys:

LOOP 8 Repetitions
REVERSE LOOP

PERCUSSION KEYS:
TURN DOWN VOLUME
i PERC HIT KEYBOARD
8 SYN DRUM
OCTAVE: No Shift / UP-DOWN Green
MASTER FX: S. DELAY: 85-15 (9 o’clock)
Mess With MOD WHEEL While Playing
Play Any Keys
Input Some Beats On Loop

TAPE INPUT:

VOLUME ON RECORDER NEAR MIDDLE
TURN ON TAPE
TURN DOWN VOLUME ON KEYBOARD
P VOCODER
8 AUDIO IN
MOD WHEEL ALL THE WAY OFF
NO EFFECTS
TURN DOWN LOOP
PLAY SOME SAMPLES
LOOP IN SOME SAMPLES
PLAY ALONG WITH LOOPS ON KEYS
TURN UP LOOP SOME

GUITAR:

PLAY, LOOP IN OCCASIONALLY:
VIBRATOR
ARROW HEAD
COW
GIGGLE
SLIDE
GHOST
PURPLE SCREAM
NO ME RECUERDO (2)

RETURN TO TAPE:

RETAIN KEYBOARD SETTINGS, EXCEPT:

MASTER FX: S. DELAY — ALTER SETTING ON FLY

TURN DOWN LOOP VOLUME

TURN ON TAPE (IN CASE NOT TURNED ON ALREADY)

PLAY ON KEYS, BUT DO NOT ADD TO LOOP

END WITH DUPLICATOR OFF AND A ROSA QUOTE